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Upstreet is pioneering Fractional Share 
Rewards in Australia, meaning we reward 
customers with real share ownership 
after every eligible purchase at a range of 
popular brands, including Kogan.com.

Our free app, available now on the App 
Store and Google Play, makes it easy to 
receive automatic fractional share rewards, 
discover additional in-app offers, and view 
your portfolio of fractional shares.

ABOUT UPSTREET
Our mission at Upstreet is to make 
everyone a shareholder, aligning the 
fortunes of people and brands.

Fractional Shares

Some shares are expensive and individual purchases 
can be small. Fractional shares enable us to reward your 
everyday purchases, no matter how small, with real 
ownership in the brands you love and support.

We buy whole shares in companies like Kogan.com  
(ASX: KGN) and put them into a unit trust called the 
Upstreet Fund. We can then portion out smaller ownership 
stakes (units in the trust) after purchases of any size.

You simply keep shopping and watch your 
shareholdings increase with every eligible purchase.

ABOUT KOGAN.COM - making in-demand 
products and services more affordable 
and accessible

Kogan.com is an Australian company founded in 2006. 
Since then, it has grown into a portfolio of retail and 
services businesses including Kogan Retail, Kogan 
Marketplace, Kogan Mobile, Kogan Internet, Kogan 
Insurance, Kogan Travel and Kogan Money. 

The Kogan brand is renowned for price leadership 
through digital efficiency. The company is focused 
on making in-demand products and services more 
affordable and accessible.

“We have an unwavering 
commitment to provide 
Aussies with better value 
products and services.”
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Earn shares in 
ASX:KGN
Eligible participants in this Reward Offer will receive 
a rebate on purchases made with Kogan, applied 
towards fractional shares in Kogan.com Ltd, listed 
on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) under 
ticker code ‘KGN’.

When Upstreet receives your reward from Kogan.
com, we will invest it into the Kogan Investment 
Option of the Upstreet Fund ARSN (643 467 798). 
The Kogan Investment Option holds securities 
in Kogan Limited (which means you will hold a 
fractional interest in the underlying securities).

For more information about the Upstreet Fund 
or the Kogan.com Investment Option, please see 
the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) 

www.upstreet.co/product-disclosure-statement

Company Kogan.com

Exchange ASX

Code KGN

Currency AUD

Kogan.com has agreed to make the following 
rewards available to customers that use the 
Upstreet app:

1.  Share Reward of 3% for new Kogan.com 
 customers

If you’re new to Kogan.com, the first time you 
shop with them through the Upstreet app will 
earn you a reward of 3% of the order value  
in fractional shares. 

For example, if you spend $200 shopping on 
Kogan.com, you will receive a reward of $6 in 
fractional share ownership of ASX:KGN.

2. Share Reward of 1% for existing Kogan.com 
customers

 If you’ve shopped with Kogan.com before,  
the next time you shop with them through  
the Upstreet app will earn you a reward of  
1% of the order value in fractional shares.

3. Share Reward of 0.75% in all other cases

 In all other cases, you can earn a share reward  
of 0.75% of the order value in fractional 
shares.

How much can I earn?

To withdraw some or all of your fractional shares, 
simply make a withdrawal request through the 
Upstreet app or ask us to provide a Withdrawal 
Form by email. It may also be possible to request 
to move money from one Investment Option to 
another - just ask. 

Can I sell fractional 
shares?

Limited offer 
This Reward Offer is available to a limited number 
of participants, for a limited aggregate reward 
amount and may apply for a limited time only. It 
may also be changed or revoked at any time. When 
the Reward Offer ends, further participants may no 
longer be able to participate.

https://www.upstreet.co/product-disclosure-statement
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Note: Information contained on this page is based on 
information prepared by Kogan.com, and has not been 
independently verified. For more information about Kogan.
com, please see their website.

All reward offers describe rebates paid on eligible 
transactions under an affiliate arrangement with Kogan.com. 
We do our best to ensure our representations are accurate, 
but we cannot guarantee the accuracy of these statements 
or that any reward amount will be paid at any time.

We do not charge any fees or commissions on 
active portfolios. The Upstreet Fund is passive and 
simple, allowing us to keep costs low.

Since we want everyone to experience ownership, 
there are no management or brokerage fees. You 
will be charged a small inactivity fee if you earn no 
rewards in a six month period.

Make sure you read and consider the PDS before 
participating. 

Happy shopping and earning!

Is there any cost involved?

THE UPSTREET TEAM

www.upstreet.co

support@upstreet.co

This document is issued by ESC Operations Pty Ltd 
(ACN 635 424 538, AR 1283 677) (Upstreet), who is 
an authorised representative of Cache Investment 
Management Pty Ltd (ACN 624 306 430 AFSL 514 360) 
(Cache). All information is general information only and 
does not take into account your personal circumstances, 
financial situation or needs. Before making a financial 
decision, you should read the product disclosure 
statement for the Upstreet Fund ARSN 643 467 798 
and consider whether the product is right for you and 
whether you should obtain advice from a professional 
financial adviser.

To earn fractional shares in ASX:KGN  
with every eligible purchase at Kogan.com, 
simply:

1. Download the Upstreet app, link your bank 
account and add your address 

2. Use the Discover function to select Kogan.com 
and shop online by clicking the link in the app

3. Fractional share rewards in ASX:KGN will be 
automatically added to your portfolio in the app

Upstreet will be automatically notified from 
Kogan.com of your eligible purchases.

Just keep shopping with Kogan.com and watch 
your share ownership grow.

How can I earn shares?

https://www.kogan.com/au/
https://www.upstreet.co
mailto:?subject=

